Comparison of Common Deep Drawing Steel Sheets in terms of Blank Holder Force and Friction Conditions
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Abstract

In this study, it is aimed to make comparison of four different steel sheet materials that are widely used in deep drawing applications by taking blank holder force and friction conditions into account. Comparison is made between a standard steel which is generally used in white goods manufacturing (DC01), an ultralow carbon steel (DC04), a deep drawing steel suitable for cold forming (DD13) and an extra deep drawing steel resistant to ageing (DD14), which are preferred when manufacturing a part by deep drawing, if there is not any special material requirements. The purpose of this study is to make selection between these mentioned materials easier. Simufact.forming, a plastic deformation analysis software based on finite element method, and material database of the software was used in the conducted analyzes. Various blank holder forces were applied and friction conditions were changed for each material. By investigating obtained results, it was seen that there is a significant difference between deep drawing behavior of these materials and DD14 has high deep drawability even under high blank holder forces with low energy. Moreover, it was observed that friction conditions have a significant influence on effectiveness of deep drawing process.
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1. Introduction

Deep drawing is a widely used sheet metal forming method (Figure 1). Many products such as automobile, train, aircraft and machine body panels; pressure vessels; white goods; kitchen sinks; cookware; medical containers; beverage cans and vehicle rims are manufactured with the deep drawing process [1]. Due to the non-linear plastic deformation characteristic of the deep drawing and the non-homogeneous material flow during the process, it is very difficult to control the efficiency of the process. The desired deep draw ratio may not be achieved unless the deep drawing parameters are selected appropriately. In addition, deep drawing defects such as tearing, wrinkling and earing can be encountered [2]. In various studies, the effects of different blank holder forces on the occurrence of wrinkling and tearing on sheet metal have been investigated experimentally [2-4].

Fig. 1. Circular cup deep drawing [5].
Yıldız and Kirli (2004) have emphasized that it is more economical to find solutions to problems encountered in deep drawing processes with numerical programs. In this context, they have investigated the required activities to predict the results of design changes before the manufacturing of the molds to eliminate the shape defects such as tearing, wrinkling and earing during the deformation of steel sheet material for complex geometries. For this purpose, they have used different deep drawing parameters to observe the effects of these parameters on tearing, wrinkling and earing defects [6].

Mori and Tjusi have performed a study (2007) by using cylindrical and squarish deep drawing molds to measure the effects of die radius, friction values and blank holder force. In the study, six lubricants of four different types and different blank holder forces were used. Obtained results were compared at different temperature conditions [7].

Browne and Hillery (2003) experimentally investigated the effects of important parameters for process performance, namely punch and blankholder force, lubricant type and application region in their study in which they stated that it is critical to select deep drawing process parameters correctly, and determined conditions which make product's thickness distribution the most homogeneous [8].

Admanabhan et al. (2008) aimed to improve the thickness distribution and decrease the thinning tendency of the deformed product in the optimization study they performed for determination of appropriate blank holder force in deep drawing. They have determined the appropriate blank holder force according to wrinkling degree of the deep drawing specimen and applied the obtained blank holder force to wrinkling zones on the product. The obtained results were compared with the results of the experimental studies performed with constant blank holder force [9].

Some of the factors affecting the deep drawing process were analyzed using finite element analysis procedure in the study performed by Gök [10]. By this means, it has been shown that the factors affecting the deep drawing process can be controlled in the design stage and the cost can be reduced.

When the studies on the blank holder force are examined, it is seen that the blank holder force directly affects the forming process. Low blank holder force causes wrinkles on the deep drawn product, while high deep drawing force causes tearing on the product due to increasing friction force between the sheet material and the molds [11-12].

Demirici et al. (2008) have investigated the effects of constant blank holder force on the part thickness distribution. In the study, the effects of various blank holder forces on the deep drawn cups were observed via finite element analysis. The results obtained from finite element analyzes were compared with the experimental results. As a result of the theoretical and experimental studies, it was emphasized that the blank holder force should be determined appropriately in order to eliminate wrinkling of the sheet material and not to exceed the limiting drawing ratio (LDR). Nowadays, deep drawing is widely used in the industry, but its use in industry is based on experimental methods which is a very expensive and time-consuming approach [13].

Simulation programs based on the finite element method eliminate these problems. Thus, finite element software are widely being used in plastic forming applications each passing day, especially in deep drawing processes. These software can reflect the fact as good as possible depending on the verisimilitudinousness of the entered data to the physical conditions. The most important of these data for deep drawing operations are material properties, die geometry, blank holder force and friction values. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to test different material types for a piece to be produced in industry. With this study, it will be able to obtain information about the results of deep drawing of the various types of steel sheet materials which are frequently used in deep drawing processes in different blank holder force and friction values.

In this study; the stress, punch stroke, sheet thickness variation, molding force and deformation energy values have been compared by analyzing the steel materials used in deep drawing process in two different blank holder pressure and friction coefficient values via finite element simulation.

Punch stroke (h) which also expresses the obtained height of deep drawn product is an important output of the deep drawing process. Total energy \(E_t\), which is calculated as follows, expresses the work made during the deep drawing process,

\[ E_t = \int_{0}^{h_{top}} F_{dd} dh \]

where \(F_{dd}\) is the deep drawing force [kN].
2. Material and Method

The study was carried out with circular steel specimens having 150 mm original diameter and 1 mm thickness. Finite element analyzes were realized on commonly used deep drawing steel materials having different mechanical properties and chemical compositions, which are found in the material database of Simufact.forming plastic deformation software. The mechanical properties of these materials are given in Table 1 [14].

Table 1. Mechanical properties of deep drawing steels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical Property</th>
<th>DC01</th>
<th>DC04</th>
<th>DD13</th>
<th>DD14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield Strength [MPa]</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>170-330</td>
<td>170-310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Tensile Strength [MPa]</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation [%]</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chemical composition of these steel materials are given in Table 2 [14].

Table 2. Chemical composition of deep drawing steel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>Chemical Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circular punch, die, blank holder and work piece in appropriate dimensions were produced in the solid modeling software and transferred to Simufact.forming software. Analyzes (Figure 2) were performed using a hydraulic press mechanism with a constant speed of 3 mm/s. Maximum effective stress, punch stroke, minimum sheet thickness, maximum molding force and total deformation energy data were obtained and compared with 40 kN and 80 kN blank holder forces under 0.02 and 0.10 friction coefficient parameters for each material.

Fig. 2. A deep drawing analysis performed in the simulation software.

To obtain homogeneous blank holder pressure, the blank holder forces were applied to the workpiece via the blank holder using a compressed spring. The Coulomb friction model is very suitable for calculating the dry friction conditions, which mean contact between the friction parts without any intermediate layers [15]. For this reason, in the Simufact.forming software used in this study, Coulumb friction model was applied between sheet metal-mold and sheet metal-blank holder in the deep drawing process of four different steel sheets (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Selection of the friction parameter in the simulation software.

Maximum effective stress, punch stroke, minimum sheet thickness, maximum molding force and total punch energy values obtained from the study results were compared by using different blank holder force and friction coefficient parameters. In order to make the graphics more comprehensible, the minimum sheet thickness is expressed as microm-
μm) and the total punch energy is expressed by deca-

joule (daJ) units.

Fig. 4. Figure Molding force graphics

3. Results

When the blank holder force of 40 kN was applied by

selecting the coefficient of friction 0.1, the lowest max-

imum effective stress value in the specimens was obtained

in DD14 material with 333 MPa and the highest maximum

effective stress value was obtained in DC01 material with

607 MPa. When the friction coefficient was reduced to

0.02, the maximum effective stresses in DD14 and DC01

were reduced to 316 MPa and 567 MPa, respectively. It

has been observed that the stress values in both friction

conditions have increased in a compatible manner when

the blank holder force is 80 kN. Similarly, when the graphs

(Figure 5-8) are examined, it is seen that the sorting of

maximum effective stress, maximum molding force and

total punch energy values for all materials do not change.
Reducing the stresses due to the improvement of friction

conditions during forming, reduces the required molding

force and punch energy.

Fig. 5. Comparison of deep drawing results for 40 kN blank hold-
er force and 0.10 friction coefficient.

The lowest molding forces were observed in DD14 ma-
terial under both blank holder force and friction conditions. However, the highest deep drawing height was also reached in this material.

Fig. 6. Comparison of deep drawing results for 40 kN blank holder force and 0.02 friction coefficient.

When friction is reduced to 0.02 compared to the exper-
iments with 40 kN blank holder force and 0.10 friction coefficient values; the DD14 material showed a 7% reduction in the maximum effective stress value, while the DC01 material had a 9% reduction in the maximum molding force.

Fig. 7. Comparison of deep drawing results for 80 kN blank hold-
er force and 0.10 friction coefficient.

In the analyzes carried out with a blank holder force of

80 kN and friction coefficient of 0.10, deep drawing spec-
imens of DC04 and DD14 were damaged due to tearing after about 41 mm punch stroke (Figure 7). Therefore, the minimum sheet thickness values of these samples were expressed as 0 in the graphs and the total punch energy values were very low as the deep drawing process could not be completed.
When the blank holder force of 80 kN was applied with a low coefficient of friction of 0.02, the deep drawing specimens DC04 and DD14 were deep drawn properly without tearing (Figure 8). The minimum sheet thickness value increases by means of the more uniform distribution of the unit deformation in the work pieces, when the low friction coefficient is applied to both blank holder force values. In other words, the thickness distribution of the deep drawn product has been more homogeneous, resulting in reduced punch stroke and product height.

3. Conclusions

In this study, deep drawing analyzes of four different steel sheet materials, namely DC01, DC04, DD13 and DD14, which are widely used in deep drawing applications, were performed via finite element method in two different blank holder force and friction conditions. The maximum effective stress, punch stroke, minimum sheet thickness, maximum molding force and total punch energy values obtained from the analyzes were compared and significant differences were observed between the deep drawing behaviors of these materials. As a result of all analyzes, maximum effective stress and total punch energy values for DC01 material were maximum as seen from the graphs shown in Figure 5-8. This situation causes the deep drawing forces to be too high and increases the energy required to carry out the process.

When low blank holder forces are applied to DC04 and DD14 materials, it can be seen that higher deep drawing height can be obtained compared to other deep drawing materials.

By investigating the results of deep drawing analyzes of DC04 and DD14 materials with 80 kN blank holder force, it is seen that specimens were damaged when the friction coefficient was high (0.10), while the process was completed successfully when the friction was reduced to 0.02. In the light of these results, it is seen that friction conditions such as lubrication and roughness have a significant effect during deep drawing process. Also, it is clear that determination of blank holder force value affects the effectiveness of the process.
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